Determining evolution equations governing the probability density function (pdf) of non-Markovian responses to random differential equations (RDEs) excited by coloured noise, is an important issue arising in various problems of stochastic dynamics, advanced statistical physics and uncertainty quantification of macroscopic systems. In the present work, such equations are derived for a scalar, nonlinear RDE under additive coloured Gaussian noise excitation, through the stochastic Liouville equation. The latter is an exact, yet non-closed equation, involving averages over the time history of the non-Markovian response. This nonlocality is treated by applying an extension of the Novikov-Furutsu theorem and a novel approximation, employing a stochastic Volterra-Taylor functional expansion around instantaneous response moments, leading to efficient, closed, approximate equations for the response pdf. These equations retain a tractable amount of nonlocality and nonlinearity, and they are valid in both the transient and long-time regimes for any correlation function of the excitation. Also, they include as special cases various existing relevant models, and generalize Hänggi"s ansatz in a rational way. Numerical results for a bistable nonlinear RDE confirm the accuracy and the efficiency of the new equations. Extension to the multidimensional case (systems of RDEs) is feasible, yet laborious.
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Introduction
The determination of the probabilistic structure of the response of a dynamical system to random excitations is an important question for many problems in statistical physics, material sciences, biomathematics, various engineering disciplines and elsewhere. In macroscopic stochastic dynamics it constitutes the basis of uncertainty quantification. For the special case of systems under white noise excitation, the answer is well-formulated; the evolution of the transition probability density function is governed by the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK) equation [1] [2] [3] , [4] Sec. 5.6.6, [5] Ch. 5, [6] Sec. 6.3, [7] Sec. 3.18-9. In this case, the response is Markovian and, thus, its complete probabilistic structure is defined by means of the transition pdf. Unfortunately, this convenient description, via a single partial differential equation, is not applicable to problems where the random excitations are smoothly correlated (coloured) noises, and thus the responses are non-Markovian. The importance of coloured noise excitation in many advanced and real-life applications, and the theoretical complicacies it induces( 1 ), are discussed in many works, see e.g. [8] , [9] , Sec. IX.7, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Despite the difficulties, various methods seeking to formulate response pdf evolution equations for systems under coloured noise excitation have been proposed and developed.
The most straightforward approach, popular in engineering applications, is the filtering approach [4] Sec. 5.10, [17, 18] . In this case, the original system of RDEs is augmented by a filter excited by white noise, whose output is utilized as an approximation of the given coloured excitation. Thus, the augmented system admits an exact FPK description. This approach is also called Markovianization by extension [19] , or embedding in a Markovian process of higher dimensions [8] , Sec. VI.A. Filtering is also the starting point of unified coloured noise approximation (UCNA) developed by Hänggi & Jung [20] , [8] Sec. V.C. However important this approach may be, it has an inherent drawback; it leads to an inflation of the degrees of freedom in the FPK equation, especially when an accurate approximation of the excitation correlation is needed, in which case higher order filters are required.
An alternative approach is to try to derive pdf evolution equations analogous to the FPK equation, keeping only the natural degrees of freedom of the system, while taking into account the given coloured noise excitation. The main difficulty here, coming from the fact that "non-Markovian processes […] cannot be considered merely as corrections to the class of Markov processes" [21] , lies in the emergence of terms dependent on the whole time history of the response, even for the one-time pdf evolution equation, as explained in detail subsequently. Therefore, closure techniques for the non-local term are needed, in order to obtain approximate, yet closed and solvable, forms of the evolution equations. Following Cetto and de la Peña [22] , we call these equations approximate generalized Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov (genFPK) equations, since their white-noise excitation counterpart is the classical FPK equation.
Formulating genFPK equations was initiated in the 70"s by the works of van Kampen [23] , Fox [24] and Hänggi [25] , developed further in the 80"s, [22, [26] [27] [28] [29] (see also the seminal survey work (1 ) In this case the infinite-dimensional character of the probabilistic description comes into play, preventing any straightforward construction of finite-dimensional probability evolution equations.
of Hänggi and Jung [8] ), and has been employed in many applications up to now. Examples of recent works applying genFPK equations to various disciplines are: [30] in energy harvesting, [31] in sensors design, [32] in laser technology, [33] in stochastic resonance, [16, 34, 35] in ecosystems, and [11, 36, 37] in medical science.
It should be observed, however, that existing results in this approach are fragmented to some extent, with the connection between them still inconclusive; see for example [29] , the discussion on Hänggi"s ansatz in [28, 38, 39] , as well as a recent comparison of the various existing genFPK equations in [34] Sec. 2.5. In the present work, the construction of genFPK equations is revisited, generalized and presented in a systematic and consistent way, by approximating the non-local terms by means of a novel methodology, that makes use of stochastic Volterra-Taylor functional series. A distinguishing feature of the proposed method is that the aforementioned Volterra-Taylor series are not considered around zero, but around appropriate instantaneous moments of the response, making it applicable to strongly nonlinear cases under high intensity noise excitation.
(a) Nonlinear RDEs under coloured noise excitation and the corresponding stochastic Liouville equation
In order to present the methodology in a clear way, we confine herein ourselves to the study of a simple prototype case, namely a scalar, non-linear, additively excited RDE:
where  is the stochastic argument, an overdot denotes time differentiation, () hx is a deterministic continuous function modelling the nonlinearities (restoring term), and  is a constant. Initial to the initial value have not been derived before, even though it is recognized that in some problems "the statistical properties of ( ; ) t   generally cannot be chosen to be independent of the form of initial probability 0 () X fx " [38] .
Since most of the existing genFPK equations have been derived for scalar RDEs, the choice of Eq. (1) as a prototype serves also the purpose of comparing our results to the existing ones. However, it is important to note that the whole methodology presented in this paper can be generalized to N  dimensional systems of nonlinear RDEs. First results in this direction are presented in a recent paper of ours [40] .
The starting point of our analysis is the same as in many previous works [11, 22, 25, 26, 28, 41, 42] . The response pdf is represented as the average of a random delta function:
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Then, by differentiating both sides of the above equation with respect to time and using the identity ( ( ; ) ) / ( ; ) 
In Eq. (3) and subsequently, []  denotes the ensemble average operator with respect to the response-excitation probability measure
This approach is also popular in the theory of turbulence, where is called the pdf method [43, 44] . Herein, we propose and employ the term delta projection method, motivated by Eq. 
There are two ways to proceed further with the term X  ; either to change our considerations and turn to the study of the joint response-excitation pdf ( ) ( ) ( , )
, a way of work proposed in [10, 11, 13] , or to eliminate the explicit dependence of X  on the stochastic excitation
, in which case the term X  becomes non-local in time.
In the present work we follow the second approach. In this conjunction, the response ( ; )
Xt is seen, through the solution of RDE (1), as a function-functional (FF ) on the initial value 0 () X  and the excitation ( ; )   over the time interval 0 [ , ] tt (from the initial time 0 t to the current time t ). The notation 0 0
is used subsequently, whenever it is important to declare the dependence of ( ; ) Xt on 0 () X  and ( ; )   . The above discussion makes clear that X  is a non-local term, depending on the whole history of the excitation. In a second step (Sec. 2), by an application of a new, extended form of the Novikov-Furutsu (NF) theorem, X  is equivalently written as a functional on the whole history of the response, which is an ample manifestation of the non-Markovian character of the response. The said extension of the NF Theorem, recently derived by the same authors [45] ( 3 ), is able to treat correlations between initial value and excitation, as well as non-zero mean excitation. Using the present approach, the classical FPK equation for RDE (1) under white noise excitation is easily rederived, as well as various existing genFPK equations corresponding to coloured noise excitation.
(b) New, closed probability evolution equations for non Markovian response
In Sec. 3, a novel approximation that employs Volterra-Taylor series around moments of the response, called the Volterra adjustable decoupling approximation (VADA), is derived. By applying this approximation at the nonlocal term of the SLE, we obtain a family of VADA genFPK equations, having the general form
The diffusion coefficient [
, defined by Eq. (44), apart from being a function of state and time variables, is also a functional on the unknown response pdf, reflecting the non-Markovian character of the response. Thus, unlike other existing approaches, VADA technique retains an amount of nonlocality and nonlinearity of the original SLE (3), albeit of tractable character. Eq. (5) falls into the category of nonlinear and nonlocal evolution equations, usually called nonlinear FPK equations in the literature [46] .
The new genFPK Eq. (5) exhibits the following plausible features:
 It is valid in both transient and long-time, steady-state regimes,  It is valid for large correlation times and large noise intensities of the excitation,  It yields the exact Gaussian solution pdf in the case of linear RDE,  It applies to general Gaussian excitation, characterized by any correlation function,  It applies to non-zero mean excitation, also correlated with the initial value.
Despite their fundamental nature, the above features are not simultaneously present in the existing genFPK equations. First numerical results, for a case of a bistable RDE, presented in Sec. 4, confirm the validity and the accuracy of VADA genFPK equations, by comparisons with results obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. In the last Sec. 5, some concluding remarks and a discussion on possible generalizations are presented.
Transformed stochastic Liouville equation and some straightforward applications
As proved in a recent work by the same authors [45] , the extended NF theorem for a generic FF  F 
By comparing the transformed SLE (7) to its previous form, Eq. (3), we observe that the use of the NF theorem results in: i) an augmented drift term, which can be identified as the right-hand side of RDE (1) with excitation replaced by its mean value, ii) the appearance of second order
x  derivatives in the right-hand side of the equation, and iii) the appearance of the averages of the of random delta function multiplied by the variational derivatives of the response with respect to initial value and excitation.
The variational derivatives appearing in Eq. (7) 
where the prime denotes the derivative of function () hx with respect to its argument. To simplify the notation, we set  
Substituting now the solutions (11) into Eq. (7), and using the notation (12) , we obtain the following new (final) form of the SLE
SLE (13) contains two non-local terms in its right-hand side, carrying the history of the response ( ; ) Xt , that multiply the random delta function inside averages. In the special case of initial value non-correlated with the excitation ( 0 () ( ) 0 X Ct   ), and zero-mean excitation Before proceeding into deriving our new genFPK equation, we present four straightforward applications of SLE (13) , establishing the consistency of our approach with existing methods. First, we rederive the classical FPK equation for the nonlinear RDE (1) under white noise excitation. Subsequently, moving on to coloured noise excitation cases, we derive an exact evolution equation for the response pdf of the linear RDE, as well as approximate genFPK equations for the nonlinear RDE (1) under small correlation time and Fox"s approximations. For the last three cases, the equations derived herein are extended versions of existing genFPK equations, incorporating the effects of non-zero mean excitation and correlated initial value.
(a) Classical FPK equation for the nonlinear RDE under white noise excitation
Consider SLE (13) for the nonlinear RDE, Eq. (1), under zero-mean white noise excitation:
. In this case, the upper time limit t of the integral in the right-hand side of Eq. (13) coincides with the singular point of the delta function () ts   , making the value of this integral ambiguous. To resolve this ambiguity, we approximate the singular autocovariance function of the excitation,
, by a weighted delta family,
where 
for any continuous function ()
is a continuous function with respect to its argument s , identity (15) can be employed, resulting in the following calculation of the integral in Eq. (13):
Substituting Eq. (16) into SLE (13) , and assuming 0 () ( ) 0
which is the classical FPK equation corresponding to the nonlinear RDE (1), excited by additive white noise.
(b) Exact genFPK equation for the linear RDE under coloured noise excitation
In case of a stable linear RDE under coloured noise excitation, . Thus, SLE (13) gives the following closed, exact genFPK equation:
where the term eff () Dt , called the effective noise intensity, is given by
s ds Ct
Of course, in this case, the response pdf is already known to be a Gaussian one, which is easily calculated in terms of its mean value () X mt and variance 2 () X t  . Nevertheless, Eq. (18) has a twofold value for the present work. First, it serves as a benchmark case for testing the accuracy and the efficiency of the numerical scheme developed for solving genFPK equations; second, due to its simple form, we are able to prove its unique solvability (see Appendix B), a fact supporting the conjecture that the novel genFPK, Eq. (5), may be mathematically well-posed, as well.
(c) Small correlation time genFPK equation
Moving on to nonlinear RDEs under additive coloured noise excitation, the non-local term ( 
Approximation (20) is valid for small correlations times of excitation and small cross-correlation times between excitation and the initial value, in which case the main effects of ( ) ( ) ( , ) C 
in which the coefficients 0 () Dt , 1 () Dt are given by the relation
Eq. (21) 21) is not always positive.
For the special case of deterministic initial value and zero-mean Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) excita- 
which is the approximation proposed by Fox in [28] . Substituting Eq. (24) into SLE (13) results into the genFPK equation
Note that, contrary to the SCT Eq. (21), genFPK Eq. (25) is exact in the linear case. What is more, the diffusion coefficient ( , ) D x t is now always positive, as required for physical (interpretation) and mathematical (well-posedness) reasons.
GenFPK Eq. (25) constitutes a time-domain extension of (stationary) Fox"s genFPK equation, to non-zero mean Gaussian excitation with correlated initial value. By considering deterministic initial value, OU excitation, and ( ) 1 hx    (SCT condition), genFPK Eq. (25) gives rise to Fox"s stationary genFPK equation [28] :
Note that, by formally expanding the term   Remark 2.1: Apart from the unifying character of the rederivation of various existing genFPK equations, the present approach provides a clear and simple way to obtain results that have been derived in a more convoluted and fragmented way in the literature; see e.g. [8, 26, 28, 29] .
Novel genFPK equations under Volterra adjustable decoupling approximation
In this section, we present the main novel result of the present work, called the Volterra adjustable decoupling approximation (VADA). In this approach, the nonlocal term of SLE (13) is approximated in two steps; first, the nonlocal term,
, is factorized in terms containing the various types of nonlinearities of () hx and, second, each of the said terms is approximated by an appropriate stochastic Volterra-Taylor functional series expansion around a certain instantaneous response moment.
Without loss of generality, we represent the nonlinear restoring function () hx as 
For the case of polynomial nonlinearities, () 34), for the approximation of the nonlocal terms in the right-hand side of SLE (13), a current time approximation for the temporal integrals is needed. In particular, using the approximation
and similarly for the other integrals( 5 ), we obtain
where
Note that, contrary to SCT and Fox"s current time approximations, Eqs. 
, we obtain the approximation ( 5 ) Note that the multiple integrals in Eqs. (33) and (34) can be written as products of single ones. 
Since the series in the right-hand side of Eq. (38) are absolutely convergent, use of the Cauchy product for the multiplication of more than two series leads to the following, more convenient, equivalent form:
and is a multi-index. Recall that, , a feature that constitutes the main difference between the present method and the existing ones (Fox"s and SCT).
By truncating the series in Eq. (40) at a finite mM  , and substituting it in SLE (13), we obtain the following novel genFPK equation (41) in which coefficients eff () m Dt , called the generalized effective noise intensities, are given by 
The probabilistic nonlocality and nonlinearity appearing through [ ; , ]
are inherited from the nonlocal term of the SLE, Eq. (4). The absence of such terms in the classical FPK equation is due to the fact that the nonlocal term of the SLE is fully localized in the case of white noise excitation; see Sec. 2(a). We thus conclude that VADA approach retains an amount of the original nonlocality and nonlinearity of the SLE, albeit of a tractable nature, through the history and the current-time values of certain response moments ( 7 ).
Equations of FPK type whose coefficients depend on the unknown pdf arise in many fields of physics, e.g. in quantum systems [55, 56] , in problems with anomalous diffusion [57] , in nonequilibrium thermodynamics [58] or in systems with long-range interactions [59] . A survey of such equations, commonly called nonlinear FPK equations, is presented in the book [46] . 
First numerical results
In order to quantify the range of validity and assess the accuracy of the novel genFPK equations proposed in this work, a number of numerical simulations has been performed and briefly presented in this section. The numerical method used for solving the various versions of genFPK equations employs: i) a partition of unity finite element method (PUFEM) for the discretization of () () Xt fx in the state space [60] , ii) a Bubnov-Galerkin technique for deriving ODEs governing the evolution of () () Xt fx , and iii) a Crank-Nicolson scheme for solving the said ODEs in the time domain. A brief description of the numerical scheme is given in Appendix C. Similar numerical methods have been used for solving the standard FPK equation by Kumar and co-workers [61, 62] . This approach, being free of the burden of inter-element continuity/smoothness problems (because of the use of partition of unity), seems promising for extension to higher dimensions, and a first step towards this goal has been taken by Sun and Kumar in [63] for the classical FPK equation.
A feature peculiar to our novel genFPK equations, calling for special numerical treatment, is their nonlinear/nonlocal character. This peculiarity is treated by a self-contained, iterative scheme as follows: the current-time values of the response moments, needed for the calculation of diffusion coefficient [ ;
, are estimated by extrapolation based on the two previous time steps, and then are improved by iterations at the current time. Usually one or two iterations suffice. The final values of these moments, for each time instant, are stored and used for the calculation of the nonlocal terms (time integrals) in eff m D , as required by Eqs. (39) and (42) . A more detailed description of the numerical scheme is given in Appendix C.
The numerical results to be presented subsequently concern the response pdf of the nonlinear, bistable RDE 3 13 ( ; ) ( ; ) , the autocorrelation function of the latter is expressed as
with dimensionless intensity
As an example, we specify the parameters of RDE (45) ) we observe that SCT and HAN fail to capture the stationary pdf, with SCT overestimating and HAN underestimating the peak values, while both VADA-II and VADA-IV continue to be in full agreement with MC simulations. For larger values of  (Fig. 1c , 0.5
 
), SCT is absent since the increase of  renders its diffusion coefficient negative (and the SCT approximation invalid). . Results from various methods are presented along with MC simulations (coloured online).
In the same Fig. 1c , and in Fig. 1d ( 1   ), HAN fails to yield the correct pdf solution, while both VADA II and IV are fairly accurate. In Fig. 1e ( 1.5   ) HAN becomes worse, while both VA-DAs stay close to MC simulation results. For even larger values of  (Fig. 1f, 3)
  HAN fails totally, while VADA II and IV provide acceptable approximations, with VADA-II underestimating and VADA-IV overestimating the peak values about 3%. Besides, the abscissae of the peak values predicted by VADAs are somewhat shifted closer to zero, in comparison with the ones of the MC results. Note that, VADA-II and IV continue to give acceptable approximations of the pdf for 3
  (up to 10   ) with slightly but constantly increasing errors.
Conclusions and discussion
In the present work, we have developed a novel, efficient and accurate family of evolution equations governing the response pdf of a nonlinear scalar RDE, excited by coloured, Gaussian, additive noise. The excitation may have non-zero mean, and can be correlated with the initial state. The genFPK equations obtained are valid in both the transient and the stationary regimes, as well as for large correlation times and large noise intensities. What is more, their numerical solution, e.g. by using the PUFEM method, requires comparable computational effort with the corresponding classical FPK equation with the same state variables. Numerical results for a specific nonlinear bistable RDE confirm the validity and the accuracy of the proposed new genFPK equations.
The derivation of the said new genFPK equations is made by elaborating the nonlocal term of the stochastic Liouville equations using: i) a new extended form of the Novikov-Furutsu theorem, ii) an approximation of the random nonlinear terms around their instantaneous moments, and iii) an expansion of the memory terms around current time. The obtained genFPK equations are nonlinear and nonlocal, yet easy to solve numerically. Also, they are able to rederive almost all existing genFPK equations (for additive coloured noise excitation) with appropriate simplifications of their terms. The approach presented herein has been called Volterra Adjustable Decoupling Approximation.
Finally, the present approach can be extended to systems of nonlinear RDEs under additive, coloured, Gaussian excitation. This direction is currently under consideration by the authors, and some first results were recently presented in [40] . Extension to multiplicative coloured noise excitation is possible, and it is under way, as well.
Appendix A. Derivation of the stochastic Liouville equation via the delta projection method
The random initial-value problem (RIVP) considered in the present work, Eq. (1a,b) , is repeated here for easy reference:
The random data of the RIVP (A1) are the initial value 0 () X  and the excitation ( ; ) t  
(a) Delta projection method
Representing the one-time pdf of a random function as the average of a random delta function,
where is an appropriate ensemble average operator, is a widely-used practice in statistical mechanics (van Kampen, 2007, chap. XVI, sec.5), stochastic dynamics , and the theory of turbulence , where it is called the pdf method. Herein, the more suggestive term delta projection method is employed. In this subsection we (re)derive formula (A2) in a more generic way, obtaining also some generalizations of it which are useful in deriving the stochastic Liouville equation (SLE) corresponding to a nonlinear RDE.
To start with, we consider two integrable functions, 1 
which is also written, using the joint pdf ( ) ( ) ( , )
We shall now apply Eq. (A4) to cases where one of the two functions 1 () g , 2 () g is a generalized function, namely the delta function or some derivative of it. Justification of this extension can be made by invoking the theory of generalized stochastic processes; see e.g. (Gel"fand and Vilenkin, 1964, chap. III). Following the tradition in statistical physics, we shall proceed formally, without performing rigorous proofs in the context of the theory of generalized stochastic processes.
Setting   
The rightmost side of Eq. (A9) is derived by interchanging differentiation and expectation operators and using chain rule in differentiation. Now, in Eq. (A9), ( ; ) Xt is substituted via RDE (A1a), leading to 
Considering Eq. (B8) as a differential equation with respect to * () It , with initial condition (B9c), we obtain
Since ( ) 0 Dt  and * ( ) 0 Pt , Eq. (B10) tells us that * ( ) 0 It . The latter inequality, in conjunction with inequality (B9b), implies that
Thus, * ( , ) 0 f x t  , which means that the two solutions, (1) ( , ) f x t and ( 2) ( , ) f x t are identical. This completes the proof of uniqueness theorem.
(c) Existence of solution and consistency with known results
We start by invoking the well-known result, that the response process of any linear system to an additive Gaussian excitation (either coloured or white) is also a Gaussian process. Thus, the response pdf ( In order to verify that the function () () Xt fx , as defined by Eq. (B11) , satisfies the IVP (B2), the temporal and spatial derivatives of it are needed. The calculation of these derivatives is straightforward (details are omitted). The useful results are collected below:
,
;
Using Eqs. (B14) -(B16), the genFPK (advection-diffusion) Eq. (B2a) takes the form This means that Eq. (B20) will be satisfied for all x  and 0 tt  if and only if the (three) coefficients of 2 x , x and 0 x (the x  independent term), in Eq. (B21), are zero for all 0 . tt  We shall now show that the latter condition is equivalent with the satisfaction of the two moment equations (B12a) and ( B13 a )  . Assume that Eqs. (B12a) and ( B13 a )  are satisfied. Then, the coefficient of 2 x in Eq. (B21) becomes zero, and the same happens with the last term of the coefficient of 0
x . By substituting 22 
which also vanishes because of Eq. (B12a) . This completes the proof that, if Eqs. (B12a) and ( B13 a )  are satisfied, then the coefficients of 2 x , x and 0 x , in Eq. (B21), are zero and thus Eq. (B21) becomes an identity. Assume now that the three coefficients of 2 x , x and 0 x , in Eq. (B21), are zero. From the coefficient of 2 x we obtain Eq. ( B13 a )  . Using the latter, we transform the coefficient of x in the form of Eq. (B22), from which we conclude that Eq. (B12a) is also satisfied. Finally, the coefficients of 0
x takes again the form (B23), being zero without providing any new information. The proof of Lemma 2 is completed. 
